
Example output: 

ASAN:SIGSEGV 

================================================================= 

==11348==ERROR: AddressSanitizer: SEGV on unknown address 0x000000000000 (pc 

0x7f440c6fa8c8 sp 0x7ffd88d08360 bp 0x7ffd88d08950 T0) 

==11348==WARNING: Trying to symbolize code, but external symbolizer is not initialized! 

    #0 0x7f440c6fa8c7 (/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/build-

clang/exiv2/src/libexiv2.so.26+0x9328c7) 

    #1 0x7f440c6ead13 (/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/build-

clang/exiv2/src/libexiv2.so.26+0x922d13) 

    #2 0x7f440c6f9303 (/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/build-

clang/exiv2/src/libexiv2.so.26+0x931303) 

    #3 0x7f440c6ead13 (/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/build-

clang/exiv2/src/libexiv2.so.26+0x922d13) 

    #4 0x7f440c6e8507 (/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/build-

clang/exiv2/src/libexiv2.so.26+0x920507) 

    #5 0x7f440c6e45fa (/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/build-

clang/exiv2/src/libexiv2.so.26+0x91c5fa) 

    #6 0x7f440c766014 (/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/build-

clang/exiv2/src/libexiv2.so.26+0x99e014) 

    #7 0x7f440c7622d8 (/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/build-

clang/exiv2/src/libexiv2.so.26+0x99a2d8) 

    #8 0x7f440c761278 (/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/build-

clang/exiv2/src/libexiv2.so.26+0x999278) 

    #9 0x47d99d (/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/build-clang/exiv2/bin/convert-

test+0x47d99d) 

    #10 0x7f440a9adf44 (/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libc.so.6+0x21f44) 

    #11 0x47cc0c (/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/build-clang/exiv2/bin/convert-

test+0x47cc0c) 

 

AddressSanitizer can not provide additional info. 

SUMMARY: AddressSanitizer: SEGV ??:0 ?? 



==11348==ABORTING 

Debug info: 

invalid type value detected in Image::printIFDStructure:  256 

Error: Directory Image: Next pointer is out of bounds; ignored. 

Warning: Directory Image, entry 0x0111 has unknown Exif (TIFF) type 256; setting type size 

1. 

Error: Directory Image, entry 0x0111 has invalid size 1342177280*1; skipping entry. 

Warning: Directory Image, entry 0x0111: Size or data offset value not set, ignoring them. 

Warning: Directory Image, entry 0x0501 has unknown Exif (TIFF) type 256; setting type size 

1. 

Error: Directory Image, entry 0x0501 has invalid size 1476395008*1; skipping entry. 

Warning: Directory Image, entry 0x0301 has unknown Exif (TIFF) type 256; setting type size 

1. 

Error: Offset of directory Image, entry 0x0301 is out of bounds: Offset = 0x28000000; 

truncating the entry 

Warning: Directory Image, entry 0x0301 has unknown Exif (TIFF) type 256; setting type size 

1. 

Error: Offset of directory Image, entry 0x0301 is out of bounds: Offset = 0x29000000; 

truncating the entry 

Warning: Directory Image, entry 0x0301 has unknown Exif (TIFF) type 512; setting type size 

1. 

Error: Directory Image: Next pointer is out of bounds; ignored. 

Warning: Directory Image, entry 0x0111 has unknown Exif (TIFF) type 256; setting type size 

1. 

Error: Directory Image, entry 0x0111 has invalid size 1342177280*1; skipping entry. 

Warning: Directory Image, entry 0x0111: Size or data offset value not set, ignoring them. 

Warning: Directory Image, entry 0x0501 has unknown Exif (TIFF) type 256; setting type size 

1. 

Error: Directory Image, entry 0x0501 has invalid size 1476395008*1; skipping entry. 

Warning: Directory Image, entry 0x0301 has unknown Exif (TIFF) type 256; setting type size 

1. 



Error: Offset of directory Image, entry 0x0301 is out of bounds: Offset = 0x28000000; 

truncating the entry 

Warning: Directory Image, entry 0x0301 has unknown Exif (TIFF) type 256; setting type size 

1. 

Error: Offset of directory Image, entry 0x0301 is out of bounds: Offset = 0x29000000; 

truncating the entry 

Warning: Directory Image, entry 0x0301 has unknown Exif (TIFF) type 512; setting type size 

1. 

 

Program received signal SIGSEGV, Segmentation fault. 

0x00007ffff7a25c46 in Exiv2::Internal::TiffImageEntry::doWriteImage (this=0x6188b0, 

ioWrapper=...) at /home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/src/tiffcomposite.cpp:1614 

1614         uint32_t len = pValue()->sizeDataArea(); 

(gdb) p pValue() 

$3 = (const Exiv2::Value *) 0x0 

(gdb) bt 

#0  0x00007ffff7a25c46 in Exiv2::Internal::TiffImageEntry::doWriteImage (this=0x6188b0, 

ioWrapper=...) at /home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/src/tiffcomposite.cpp:1614 

#1  0x00007ffff7a259dd in Exiv2::Internal::TiffComponent::writeImage (this=0x6188b0, 

ioWrapper=..., byteOrder=Exiv2::littleEndian) at 

/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/src/tiffcomposite.cpp:1559 

#2  0x00007ffff7a25a99 in Exiv2::Internal::TiffDirectory::doWriteImage (this=0x619d10, 

ioWrapper=..., byteOrder=Exiv2::littleEndian) 

    at /home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/src/tiffcomposite.cpp:1574 

#3  0x00007ffff7a259dd in Exiv2::Internal::TiffComponent::writeImage (this=0x619d10, 

ioWrapper=..., byteOrder=Exiv2::littleEndian) at 

/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/src/tiffcomposite.cpp:1559 

#4  0x00007ffff7a2436b in Exiv2::Internal::TiffDirectory::doWrite (this=0x619d10, 

ioWrapper=..., byteOrder=Exiv2::littleEndian, offset=8, valueIdx=4294967295, 

dataIdx=4294967295,  

    imageIdx=@0x7fffffffde98: 3240) at 

/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/src/tiffcomposite.cpp:1204 



#5  0x00007ffff7a23c2f in Exiv2::Internal::TiffComponent::write (this=0x619d10, 

ioWrapper=..., byteOrder=Exiv2::littleEndian, offset=8, valueIdx=4294967295, 

dataIdx=4294967295,  

    imageIdx=@0x7fffffffde98: 3240) at 

/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/src/tiffcomposite.cpp:1079 

#6  0x00007ffff7a2f915 in Exiv2::Internal::TiffParserWorker::encode (io=..., 

pData=0x7ffff7ff4000 "II*", size=459, exifData=..., iptcData=..., xmpData=..., root=131072,  

    findEncoderFct=0x7ffff7a2ef9a <Exiv2::Internal::TiffMapping::findEncoder(std::string 

const&, unsigned int, Exiv2::Internal::IfdId)>, pHeader=0x6124b0, pOffsetWriter=0x0) 

    at /home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/src/tiffimage.cpp:1980 

#7  0x00007ffff7a2e987 in Exiv2::TiffParser::encode (io=..., pData=0x7ffff7ff4000 "II*", 

size=459, byteOrder=Exiv2::littleEndian, exifData=..., iptcData=..., xmpData=...) 

    at /home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/src/tiffimage.cpp:306 

#8  0x00007ffff7a2e75d in Exiv2::TiffImage::writeMetadata (this=0x6072b0) at 

/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/src/tiffimage.cpp:249 

#9  0x0000000000402c5d in main (argc=2, argv=0x7fffffffe508) at 

/home/lolopop/projects/exiv2/samples/convert-test.cpp:30 

Explanation： 

 

I see the tiff structure of the crash161 file by using 010edit.exe

 



 

The structure of the normal tiff file is as follows

 



 

You can see structure exception of tiff file on crash161 file, the last four struct stored data is 

wrong. 

By looking at the source code, the value of pValue () is affected by the value of pValue_.

 

The value of pValue_ is assigned by these two methods.

 

 

Here we are denoted as TiffEntryBase1 and TiffEntryBase2, respectively. 



Break down these two methods,

 
The program parses the data in the struct IFD ifd structure which contains 18 structures. 

The program calls TiffEntryBase1 to get the tag in each structure. As shown below, it will 

cycle 18 times here. 

 

The program calls TiffEntryBase2 to get the other parameters in each structure.  

 

Since the last four of the 18 structures were wrong, TiffEntryBase2 only called 14 times. The 

15th call is TiffEntryBase1, where pValue_ is equal to 0x0. 

The program will call the following code

 

When you parse the wrong structure, the TiffImageEntry :: doWriteImage method is called.

 

At this point, pValue_ = 0x0, so pValue () gets the value 0x0.  

So a Segmentation fault occurs. 
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